
oes the non-stop laughter of the fat  
lady from that long gone funhouse  still 
echo in your ears? Does the  pungent 
smell of grease and  electrical sparks 

We keep our members in the dark!TM  

conjure up memories of your first terrifying 
darkride as a child? Did you find yourself wob-
bly legged after your first trip through the No-
ahs Ark?  Do you remember the thrill of that 
first stolen kiss in the old Tunnel Of Love? Do 
you love getting the "yell" scared out of you in a 
haunted house? If any of these spark a memory, 
then this is the organization for you!   



*Exclusive Ride Time– DAFE members have the attraction to
themselves, the general public is not admitted at this time. 

* Discounted registration for DAFE
      events  
* Behind-the-scenes tours  
* Discounts for parks and attractions  
* Invitations to special events  
* Subscription to our quarterly
      Dark Times magazine   
* Access to the members only pages
     on the Daffy Klub web site 
     www.dafe.org
* Discounted club items  
* Participation in DAFE projects  
* And most importantly, enjoying
     the fellowship of other enthusiasts   

Join DAFE as we explore the history of dark attractions.  
At one time, darkrides and funhouses were staples at 
amusement parks across the country but they slowly 
disappeared.  Likewise, Laffin’ Sal, haunted houses, 
Noah’s Arks, tunnels of love, tilthouse/mystery shacks, 
haunted swings, mirror mazes, and other attractions 
that were once common have long since been removed.    

Benefits of joining the Dark Attraction 
& Funhouse Enthusiasts   

Join fellow DAFE members as we explore attractions, 
old and new, with behind-the-scenes tours, historic 
talks and Exclusive Ride Time* at our annual events.  
DAFE plans at least one event during the spring and 
summer seasons as well as a special Halloween event at 
a seasonal haunted house.    

Will your family be joining you at events?  If 
so, a family membership will save you money!

Assist DAFE in an effort to keep the remaining classic 
attractions open for future generations to enjoy.  While 
there is a renewed interest in darkrides and haunted 
houses today, the funhouse and other attractions are 
becoming increasingly rare.   The Dark Attraction & 
Funhouse Enthusiasts are concerned with the loss of 
those great attractions and feel it is important to visit 
those that remain and to support the parks and attrac-
tions that have retained theirs.   


